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ABSTRACT  

The liquid-phase hydrodeoxygenation (HDO), catalyzed by metal or metal-acid sites, provides 

an effective catalytic strategy to remove oxygen-containing functionalities of lignin-derived 

phenolic compounds on the route to fuels and chemicals. Developing the catalyst with high 

activity and stability is crucial for such a chemical process but still remains a significant 

challenge. In this contribution, highly dispersed subnanometric Ru metal clusters (< 1.5 nm) 

encapsulated in the cavities of MWW zeolites, including MCM-22 and its siliceous analog ITQ-

1, have been developed for the HDO of guaiacol, an important lignin-derived phenolic 

monomer, in an apolar liquid phase under mild conditions (160°C, 3 MPa H2). We validate the 

effective encapsulation of Ru metal clusters in ITQ-1 and HMCM-22 zeolites cavities via 

complementary characterization methods. The detailed reaction pathways of the HDO of 

guaiacol are depicted by using guaiacol, phenol, and anisole as reactants. The subnanometric 

Ru metal clusters confined in MWW zeolite thin layers (20-30 nm in thickness) show 

remarkable enhancement in HDO activity compared to the large metal particles. The close 

proximity between Ru metal clusters and Brønsted acid sites (BAS) confined in zeolite 

constraints delivers a synergistic effect, leading to an additional enhancement in catalytic 

activity as well as product selectivity. The super stability of the ultrafine Ru metal clusters 

against sintering and leaching after successive catalytic runs is achieved. The well-defined 

mono- or bi-functional Ru-containing MWW zeolite catalysts enable the fundamental 

understanding of HDO of lignin-derived phenolic compounds in the apolar liquid phase and 
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also provide a prototype for the design of superior catalysts for the other energy-related 

transformations.  

Keywords: Biomass; Guaiacol; Hydrodeoxygenation; Bi-functional catalyst; Metal clusters 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The efficient utilization of lignocellulosic biomass is of great importance in pursuing a 

sustainable future for producing fuels, chemicals, and materials. Compared to cellulose and 

hemicellulose, which have been intensively investigated and profitably developed in the past 

decades, value-added applications of lignin are very limited in current biorefineries. Within this 

context, “Lignin-First Biorefinery” is an attractive opportunity to augment the sustainability of 

biorefinery through the catalytic valorization of native lignin to the lignin-derived bio-oils in 

the first step.1-3 Such bio-oils can serve as a platform for a broad range of bio-based products 

via the subsequent catalytic routes.4-6 In terms of oxygen-free transportation fuel production, 

bi-functionally catalyzed hydrodeoxygenation (HDO) has been approved as a valid method for 

oxygen removal of bio-oils to saturated hydrocarbon under mild conditions in the liquid phase.7, 

8 

Guaiacol, one of the most abundant lignin depolymerization products,9 has been extensively 

adopted as a model compound to mimic the real lignin-derived bio-oils for the liquid-phase 

HDO investigations. Conceptually, three types of C-O bonds in guaiacol, i.e., Caryl-OH, Calkyl-

OAr, and Caryl-OCH3, can be cleaved via hydrogenolysis over metal moieties or by hydrolysis 

on acid sites, or through the cascade hydrogenation-dehydration reactions over a metal/acid bi-

functional catalyst. Noble metals such as Pt, Pd, Ru, etc., have been widely employed in the 

HDO of guaiacol owing to their excellent hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis activity.10-15 

Among them, the Ru-based catalysts show a higher selectivity towards cyclohexane than the 

other metal-based catalysts.16-18 As a typical solid acid with versatile applications in 

petrochemistry, zeolites such as MFI, BEA, FAU, etc., also remain an inspiring presence in the 

context of biomass valorization.19, 20 The structural and physicochemical properties of zeolites 

are able to provide spatial restriction for the ultra-small metal clusters (< 2 nm) formation, 

subsequently boosting the thermal and hydrothermal stability and sometimes the catalytic 

activity of the metal species.21-25 Unavoidably, the micropores of zeolites, to some extent, may 

block the accessibility of the larger molecules to the internal acid sites as well as the confined 

metal clusters due to steric restrictions. Consequently, nanosized or nanosheet-like zeolites have 

been developed to enhance the mass transport of bulky reactant molecules.26-32 However, the 

synthesis of nanosized or nanosheet-like zeolites usually requires specific synthesis conditions 
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or complex product processing, hampering their practical applications. MWW type zeolites, a 

unique class of layered zeolites, composed of stacked ultrathin single-unit-cell layers (ca. 2.5 

nm in thickness) which has been successfully used for aromatic alkylation,33, 34 by contrast, can 

be facilely synthesized with the conventional hydrothermal method. Owing to their inherent 

superiority in mass transport for bulky molecules, MWW type zeolites are expected to be 

promising catalytic materials for the HDO of lignin-derived phenolic monomers. 

In this contribution, highly dispersed subnanometric Ru metal clusters (< 1.5 nm) encapsulated 

in MWW zeolites, including MCM-22 and its siliceous analog ITQ-1, have been developed by 

in situ ligand-stabilized hydrothermal crystallizations.35-37 We demonstrate that Ru metal 

clusters are successfully encapsulated in the MWW zeolite cavities via complementary 

characterization methods. The MWW zeolite thin layers with 20-30 nm thickness lead to 

improved accessibility of Ru metal clusters confined in zeolite cavities and subsequently realize 

a much higher HDO activity of guaiacol under mild reaction conditions (160°C, 3 MPa H2). In 

addition, the well-defined Ru metal clusters with comparable size distribution and identical 

chemical states allow unraveling more clearly the synergistic roles of metal and acid sites on 

reaction pathways, reaction rates, and product selectivity in the HDO of guaiacol. Besides the 

enhanced activity of Ru metal clusters, encapsulation of Ru in MWW zeolite also leads to 

significantly improved catalyst stability during HDO reactions. These findings provide insights 

into the fundamental understanding of HDO of guaiacol and afford a practical approach for the 

design of catalysts with excellent performances for the valorization of lignin-derived phenolic 

compounds. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL 

2.1 Chemicals 

All reagents were purchased from commercial suppliers and used without further purification: 

N, N, N-Trimethyl-1-adamantylammonium hydroxide (TMAda+OH, Macklin, 25% in water), 

Hexamethyleneimine (HMI, J&K chemicals, > 98%), Fumed silica (Macklin, 99.8%), Silica 

sol (Macklin, 29~31%), Sodium aluminate (NaAlO2, Sigma-Aldrich, Al2O3: 50-56%, Na2O: 

37-45%), Ruthenium (III) chloride (RuCl3∙H2O, Macklin, 99.8%), Ethylenediamine (En, 

Sinopharm chemical, ≥ 99.0%), Sodium hydroxide (NaOH, Sinopharm chemical), Sodium 

chloride (NaCl, Sinopharm chemical), Phenol (Aladdin, ≥ 99.0%), Guaiacol (Aladdin, 99%), 

Anisole (Aladdin, 99.7%), Dodecane (Aladdin, > 99.0%). Deionized water was produced by a 

Milli-Q integral ultrapure water system. 

2.2 Materials synthesis 
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Synthesis of ITQ-1. ITQ-1 layered precursor, ITQ-1(P), was synthesized using TMAda+OH and 

HMI as co-structure-directing agents, where P is used to denote layered precursors that are not 

covalently connected. The precursor gel with a composition of 1SiO2: 0.2NaCl: 

0.25TMAda+OH: 0.31HMI: 44H2O was prepared. In a typical synthesis, 0.36 g NaCl was first 

dissolved in 16.5 g H2O, followed by adding 6.49 g TMAda+OH and 0.96 g HMI under stirring 

for 1h. 1.84 g fumed silica was then added to the mixture. After vigorous stirring overnight, the 

gel was aged in a 50 mL PTFE-lined stainless-steel autoclave at 80℃ for 12 h, and then heated 

to 150℃ for 120 h with a rotation at 60 rpm. The obtained product was collected by centrifuge 

and washed with deionized water until a near-neutral pH, dried overnight at 80°C, and labeled 

as ITQ-1(P). ITQ-1 was obtained via calcination of ITQ-1(P) at 550°C in the air for 6 h, during 

which the organic template was removed, and the silanol groups on adjacent lamellar condensed.  

Synthesis of (H)MCM-22. MCM-22 precursor, MCM-22(P), was synthesized under 

hydrothermal conditions. Typically, 0.18 g NaAlO2 and 0.12 g NaOH were dissolved in 20.54 

g deionized water, followed by adding 1.52 g HMI. Subsequently, 6.15 g silica sol was added 

dropwise to obtain a gel of 1SiO2: 0.033Al2O3: 0.09Na2O: 0.5HMI: 44.9H2O. After stirring for 

3 h at room temperature, the homogeneous gel was aged in a 50 mL PTFE-lined stainless-steel 

autoclave at 80℃ for 12 h, then heated at 160℃ for 120 h with a rotation at 60 rpm. The 

products were collected by centrifuge and washed with deionized water until a near-neutral pH, 

dried overnight at 80°C, and labeled as MCM-22(P). MCM-22 was obtained via the calcination 

of MCM-22(P) at 550°C in the air for 6 h. H-type MCM-22, denoted as HMCM-22, was 

obtained by the ion-exchange of MCM-22 twice in 0.3 M ammonium acetate solution under 

stirring at 60°C for 2 h, and then dried overnight at 80°C, followed by the calcination at 450°C 

for 6 h. 

Synthesis of Ru@ITQ-1-IN, Ru@HMCM-22-IN, Ru@ITQ-1-IN(S) and Ru@HMCM-22-IN(S). 

Ru-containing MWW zeolites were prepared through the in situ hydrothermal crystallization 

method, described elsewhere.36 Ethylenediamine was applied to react with RuCl3 (with 

ethylenediamine/Ru molar ratio of 13) overnight at room temperature in the aqueous phase to 

form Ru-ethylenediamine complexes. Typically, 37.8 mg RuCl3∙H2O was dissolved in 2.5 g 

water, then 400 ul ethylenediamine (En) was added and fully stirred to prepare Ru3+-En 

complexing solution. The complexing solution was added to the initial gel of ITQ-1 (P) and 

MCM-22 (P) and fully stirred. After mixing for 2 hours, the metal-containing gel was 

transferred into an autoclave with the same heating condition used for the synthesis of ITO-1(P) 

and MCM-22(P) with a rotation speed of 60 rpm or 0 rpm (static). The product was collected 

by centrifuge, washed with deionized water and acetone, and dried overnight at 80℃. Ru@ITQ-
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1 and Ru@MCM-22 were obtained by the calcination of Ru@ITQ-1(P) and Ru@MCM-22(P) 

in the air at 550℃ for 6 h with a ramping rate of 1℃ min-1. The bi-functional catalyst, 

Ru@HMCM-22 was obtained by the ion-exchange of Ru@MCM-22 in ammonium acetate 

solution under the conditions described above. Catalysts synthesized with 60 rpm and 0 rpm 

are denoted respectively as Ru@ITQ-1-IN or Ru@HMCM-22-IN, and Ru@ITQ-1-IN(S) or 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN(S). 

Preparation of Ru@ITQ-1-imp and Ru@HMCM-22-imp. Ru@ITQ-1-imp and Ru@HMCM-

22-imp were prepared by an incipient-wetness impregnation method. Typically, a given amount 

of RuCl3 aqueous solution was mixed with the zeolite powder and kept at room temperature for 

12 h. The samples were then dried at 80℃ overnight and calcined in airflow at 550℃ (ramping 

rate: 1℃ min-1) for 6 h.  

2.3 Catalysts characterization 

Powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis was performed on a Rigaku SmartLab diffractometer 

using Cu Kα radiation at 40 kV and 150 mA. SiO2/Al2O3 ratios were determined on a Rigaku 

ZSX Primus X-ray fluorescence (XRF) spectrometer. Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 

images were obtained on a Hitachi S-4800 instrument. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) 

and scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) in the high angle annular dark field 

mode (HAADF-STEM) were carried out on a JEM-2100 microscope at 200 kV. The elemental 

composition and distribution were analyzed by an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer. The 

BET specific surface area and pore volume were determined by N2 adsorption-desorption 

isotherms measured at -196°C using a Micromeritics ASAP 2460 volumetric adsorption 

analyzer. The metal loading of catalysts was measured by inductively coupled plasma-optical 

emission spectroscopy (ICP-OES, Agilent 730 instrument). 

The IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine were recorded on a Perkin-Elmer 2000 spectrometer at a 

resolution of 4 cm–1. The sample was loaded as a self-supporting wafer and activated in a 

vacuum (p = 10–6 mbar) at 450°C for 1 h with a heating rate of 10°C min-1. After cooling to 

150°C, the sample was equilibrated with 0.1 mbar of pyridine for 30 min followed by 

outgassing for 1 h, after which a spectrum with the chemisorbed pyridine was recorded. The 

concentrations of Brønsted and Lewis acid sites were calculated from the integral intensities of 

the peaks at 1540 and 1450 cm-1, respectively, in the IR spectra of adsorbed pyridine.  

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) measurements were performed on a Thermo 

ESCALAB 250Xi apparatus. Spectra were obtained using an aluminum anode (Al Ka = 1486.6 

eV) operating at a spot size of 500 μm. Survey scans were measured at constant pass energy of 
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100 eV with an energy step size of 1.0 eV, and more detailed region scans at pass energy of 20 

eV with an energy step size of 0.05 eV. The correction was performed with a peak at C 1s at 

284.80 eV. 

Hydrogen chemisorption was conducted to determine the dispersion of Ru clusters. Samples 

were first reduced at 350°C in pure H2 at a ramping rate of 2°C min-1 and then kept in a dynamic 

vacuum at 300°C for 1 h. Hydrogen adsorption isotherms were measured at 40°C and 5.0-50 

kPa of H2 for the samples. Ru metal dispersions (D) were calculated by assuming H/Rus = 2. 

The mean cluster diameter was estimated from the metal dispersion using dchem= 6vm/amD, 

where vm is the volume occupied by an atom in bulk metal (vRu = 13.65×10-3 nm3), am is the 

area occupied by a surface atom (aRu = 6.35×10-2 nm2).38 

2.4 Catalytic reactions  

All experiments were conducted in a stirred batch reactor (Parr reactor, Series 4843, 300 mL). 

Typically, 0.3-1.0 g reactants (e.g., guaiacol, phenol, or anisole) and the catalysts were mixed 

with 100 mL dodecane in the autoclave. After loading the mixture, the reactor was flushed with 

2 MPa H2 three times, charged with 3 MPa H2, and then heated up to 160°C. The time at which 

the temperature reached the set point was taken as time zero. The stirring speed was kept at 700 

rpm from the beginning of the heat-up period. The figure captions, and table footnotes provide 

detailed descriptions of reaction conditions. Samples were taken at fixed time intervals and 

analyzed on a gas chromatograph (with a 30 m × 250 µm HP-5 capillary column and flame 

ionization detector) combined with a mass spectrometer (GC-MS, Shimadzu QP 2010SE). The 

conversion and yield were calculated on a carbon mole basis. Conversion = (weight of 

converted reactant/weight of the starting reactant) × 100%. Selectivity of liquid products (C%) 

= (C atoms in the appointed product/C atoms in all liquid products) × 100%.  

 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

3.1 Characteristic evidence for encapsulation of Ru metal clusters in MWW zeolites 

prepared by in situ crystallization. 

The main physicochemical properties of the studied materials have been compiled in Figure 1 

and Table 1, and the other characterization results can be found in the Supplementary 

Information (Table S1 and Figures S1-S7). ITQ-1 and HMCM-22, as well as the Ru-containing 

zeolites synthesized by in situ crystallization method, i.e., Ru@ITQ-1-IN, Ru@HMCM-22-IN, 

Ru@ITQ-1-IN(S) and Ru@HMCM-22-IN(S), showed characteristic peaks of the MWW 

structure, according to the XRD patterns (Figure 1a and Figure S1). The absence of diffraction 
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peaks corresponding to the metallic or oxide Ru indicates no formation of large metal crystals 

in four Ru-containing samples. Compared to ITQ-1 and HMCM-22, a slightly lower X-ray 

zeolite crystallinity for Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@HMCM-22-IN was observed, which might 

originate from the partial collapse of the zeolite structure owing to the metal entrance. SEM 

(Figure S2) and TEM (Figure 1b) images revealed that both Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@HMCM-

22-IN samples showed a typical nanosheet-like (with a thickness of 20-30 nm) morphology. 

HADDF-STEM images and EDX-mapping results, revealed a homogeneous distribution of 

subnanometric Ru clusters with a mean diameter of 1.2-1.3 nm over Ru-containing MWW 

zeolites (Figures 1b and 1c). The chemical state of Ru was studied via the Ru 3d5/2 XPS due to 

the overlap of the Ru 3d3/2 signals with the C 1s sample holder (Figure S3). For Ru@ITQ-1-

IN and Ru@HMCM-22-IN, the XPS analysis showed the same peak at 280.7 eV assigned to 

the presence of Ru4+species,39 indicative of the formation of Ru metal oxides (RuO2) with the 

identical oxidation states upon the calcination in the airflow under 550℃ for two catalysts (see 

Experimental section). 

 

Figure 1. (a) XRD patterns of the parent and Ru-containing MWW zeolites; (b) TEM and HADDF-

STEM images of the Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@HMCM-22-IN; (c) TEM and HADDF-STEM images of 

the Ru@HMCM-22-IN catalyst with the elemental mapping of Si, O, Al, and Ru by EDX; Ru metal 

particle size distributions in (b) were obtained by counting more than 200 particles on each sample. Note 

that all samples were calcined before the measurements. 
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To validate the encapsulation of Ru metal clusters in Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@HMCM-22-IN, 

two reference samples with similar Ru metal loading were prepared via the incipient-wetness 

impregnation method, i.e., Ru@ITQ-1-imp and Ru@HMCM-22-imp. Unlike the in situ 

synthesized samples, Ru@ITQ-1-imp and Ru@HMCM-22-imp showed distinct peaks of RuO2 

(110) and RuO2 (101) at the diffraction angle (2θ) of ~ 29° and ~ 33°, respectively (Figure S4), 

indicating the formation of large metal particles on the external surface of zeolites. TEM results 

also revealed the randomly distributed large Ru metal particles, with the size ranging from 1-

40 nm, supported on two impregnated samples (Figure S5). The structural properties of the two 

impregnated samples, as revealed by N2 adsorption and desorption results (Figure S6), were 

nearly identical to the parent ITQ-1 and HMCM-22 zeolites, whereas the microporous surface 

area and volume decreased significantly on Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@HMCM-22-IN samples 

(Table 1). The slight loss of crystallinity (Figure 1a) together with the significant decrease in 

microporous surface area and porosity suggested the effective encapsulation of Ru clusters into 

MWW zeolites, although they already exceeded the size of MWW supercage (0.71 nm × 0.71 

nm × 1.81 nm).40-42 The size and dispersion of Ru metal clusters on the impregnated and in situ 

synthesized samples were also assessed by H2 chemisorption. Compared to Ru@ITQ-1-imp 

and Ru@HMCM-22-imp, Ru metal clusters with size at subnanometric level (≤ 1.5 nm) and 

high dispersions (≥ 86%) were observed for Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@HMCM-22-IN samples 

(Table 1), proving again the superiority of in situ synthesis method for the encapsulation of 

metals into zeolites.  

 

Table 1. Physicochemical properties of pristine zeolite materials and Ru containing zeolite 

catalysts. 

Samples 
SiO2 

/Al2O3
a 

Ru 

Loading 

(wt %)b 

Dc 
dchem 

(nm)c 

BET surface area (m2 g-1)d Pore volume (cm3 g-1)d 

Micro Meso Total Micro Meso Total 

ITQ-1 N.A. N.A. N.A. N.A. 431.9 110.6 542.5 0.17 0.24 0.41 

Ru@ITQ-1-IN N.A. 0.15 0.86 1.5 362.0 128.1 490.1 0.14 0.26 0.40 

Ru@ITQ-1-IN(S) N.A. 0.17 0.84 1.5 325.8 69.1 398 0.12 0.16 0.28 

Ru@ITQ-1-imp N.A. 0.14 0.28 4.6 387.4 119.0 506.4 0.16 0.15 0.31 

HMCM-22 25 N.A. N.A. N.A. 455.1 180.1 635.2 0.18 0.49 0.67 

Ru@HMCM-22-

IN 
24 0.34 0.92 1.4 376.2 191.7 567.9 0.15 0.47 0.62 
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Ru@HMCM-22-

IN(S) 
27 0.38 0.85 1.5 326 86.6 412.6 0.13 0.19 0.32 

Ru@HMCM-22-

imp 
25 0.31 0.47 2.7 436.2 183.2 619.4 0.17 0.48 0.65 

a Determined by XRF; b Determined by ICP-OES; cRu dispersion and the mean particle diameter is determined 

by H2 chemisorption; d The specific surface areas and pore volumes are determined by N2 adsorption-

desorption analysis at -196℃. The specific surface area is obtained by the BET method; Micropore surface 

area and micropore volume are calculated by the t-plot method; Mesopore volume is calculated by subtracting 

the micropore volume from the total volume. 

 

The acidic properties of parent HMCM-22 and Ru-containing zeolites were probed by Py-IR 

(Table S1). After the incipient-wetness impregnation of Ru, the BAS concentration of HMCM-

22 decreased from 0.81 to 0.71 mmol g-1, while the concentration of Lewis acid sites (LAS) 

increased from 0.43 to 0.72 mmol g-1. The additional LAS stem from the Ru metal oxides, 

which partially interacted with the zeolite acidic hydroxyl groups and reduced BAS 

concentration. The change of acidity was more pronounced for Ru@HMCM-22-IN samples. 

For instance, the BAS concentration of Ru@HMCM-22-IN (0.44 mmol g-1) dropped by almost 

half compared to the parent HMCM-22. Note that the Ru metal loading and SiO2/Al2O3 ratio 

(see Table 1) were comparable for Ru@HMCM-22-imp and Ru@HMCM-22-IN samples, the 

remarkable decrease of BAS on Ru@HMCM-22-IN is thus an additional indication of the 

successful encapsulation of a large portion of Ru metal clusters into zeolite cavities. 

 

3.2 Improving the accessibility of Ru metal clusters encapsulated in MWW zeolite 

nanosheets. 
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Figure 2. Catalytic performance of Ru-containing MWW zeolites in HDO of guaiacol. Ru@ITQ-1-IN 

and Ru@HMCM-22-IN were synthesized at rotation speed of 60 rpm; Ru@ITQ-1-IN(S) and 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN(S) were synthesized at rotation speed of 0 rpm. Guaiacol conversion, products 

selectivity and reaction rates were calculated at the reaction time of 60 min over the applied catalysts. 

Reaction conditions: 0.30 g guaiacol, 0.10 g catalyst, 100 mL dodecane, 3 MPa H2 (ambient 

temperature), stirred at 700 rpm, 160°C.   
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of ca. 2.5 nm) minimized the diffusion limitations within the catalyst and thus afforded more 

accessible Ru metal clusters for hydrotreating reactions. To further validate the advantage of 

thin layered MWW zeolites as the metal support, the conversion rates of guaiacol on the other 

types of zeolites (e.g., BEA, FAU and MFI) supported Ru catalysts, which have been reported 

elsewhere, were estimated and used for comparison (see Table S2, Figure S8 and the 

corresponding discussions in Supporting Information). The Ru-containing MWW zeolites as-

prepared in our work, taking the bi-functional Ru@HMCM-22-IN for example, showed at least 

one order of magnitude higher mass-specific rates than the currently reported values in the 

liquid-phase HDO of guaiacol. It is noteworthy that the reaction conditions applied in the 

present work are much milder (3 MPa H2, 160°C) compared to those reported studies (≥ 3 MPa 

H2, 180-250°C).  

 

3.3 Reaction pathways of HDO of guaiacol over Ru-containing MWW zeolites. 

 

Figure 3. Time dependence of guaiacol conversion and the selectivity towards the major products of 

HDO of guaiacol over Ru containing MWW zeolite catalysts: (a) Carbon-based concentration-time 
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profiles of guaiacol and its HDO products catalyzed by mono-functional Ru@ITQ-1-IN catalyst; (b) the 

major products selectivity during the HDO of guaiacol over Ru@ITQ-1-IN; (c) Carbon-based 

concentration-time profiles of guaiacol and its HDO products catalyzed by bi-functional Ru@HMCM-

22-IN catalyst; (d) the major products selectivity during the HDO of guaiacol over Ru@HMCM-22-IN. 

Reaction conditions: 0.30 g guaiacol, 0.10 g catalyst, 100 mL dodecane, 3 MPa H2 (ambient 

temperature), stirred at 700 rpm, 160°C. Only the main components are shown here, and the 

correspondingly minor products with selectivity (C%) lower than 0.5 C% are not given.  

 

Developing well-defined catalysts is critical for the fundamental understanding of chemical 

events that occur in the catalytic reactions. In this work, the chemistry involved in the HDO of 

guaiacol was detailedly investigated over mono-functional Ru@ITQ-1-IN and bi-functional 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN catalysts with unequivocal physicochemical properties. Figure 3 shows 

the carbon-based concentration-time profiles and selectivity of the major products for the HDO 

of guaiacol. When Ru@ITQ-1-IN was used, hydrogenolysis and hydrogenation reactions 

predominately occurred, leading to the formation of 2-methoxycyclohexanol (cis+trans) and 

cyclohexanol as the main products with the integrated selectivity exceeding 99% after 120 min 

of the reaction (Figures 3a and 3b). To figure out the possible reaction pathways of guaiacol 

over mono-functional Ru@ITQ-1-IN catalyst, the HDO of phenol and anisole, two main 

intermediates derived from the C-O bond scission of guaiacol, were carried out (Figure S9). 

For phenol, the cascade hydrogenation typically leads to the formation of cyclohexanol with an 

intermediacy of cyclohexanone, in accordance with the previous reports.7, 25, 44, 45 For anisole, 

methoxycyclohexane and cyclohexanol were the major products at 100% conversion. The 

higher selectivity of methoxycyclohexane than cyclohexanol suggested that ring hydrogenation 

occurred more facilely than the Calkyl-OAr bond scission during the HDO of anisole. In addition, 

direct deoxygenation of phenol to benzene was detectable but with a very low concentration (< 

0.4 C% at 240 min) compared to that for anisole (2.2 C% at 240 min), indicating the much 

easier bond cleavage of Caryl-OCH3 than Caryl-OH. Similarly, the higher selectivity of 

cyclohexanol than benzene in HDO of anisole suggested the easier bond cleavage of Calkyl-OAr 

than Caryl-OCH3. These experimental observations were consistent with the calculated C-O 

bond dissociation energies in the order of Caryl-OH (466 kJ mol-1) > Caryl-OCH3 (409-421 kJ 

mol-1) > Calkyl-OAr (262-276 kJ mol-1).23 However, catechol was not evidently observed during 

the reaction of guaiacol, probably due to its much higher HDO rate under the applied 

conditions.23 

When bi-functional Ru@HMCM-22-IN was used, BAS-catalyzed reactions such as 

dehydration and hydroalkylation (HAL) occurred, resulting in more complicated product 

distribution. To simplify the products analysis, HDO and HAL products were added and shown 

in Figure 3c, and the detailed product distribution can be found in Figure S10. In the presence 
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of BAS, breakage of Calkyl-OH bonds (in cyclohexanol and 2-methoxycyclohexanol) via 

dehydration, or Calkyl-OCH3 bonds (in 2-methoxycyclohexanol) via hydrolysis, led to the 

complete deoxygenated product cyclohexane with the selectivity > 95% at 300 min (Figure 

3d). Owing to the excellent activity of Ru@HMCM-22-IN in the HDO of guaiacol, the 

alkylated phenolic compounds were also converted to cyclohexylcyclohexane eventually 

(Figure S11). Note that HAL products first reached maxima in concentration at about 40 min 

and then decreased along with reaction time (Figure 3c). The decrease of HAL products was 

mainly caused by the O-alkylates (i.e., aryl ethers) which can be reversibly converted over BAS 

through hydrolysis46 or elimination47, or on Ru metal clusters through hydrogenolysis.44, 48, 49 

Based on the experimental observations, the reaction networks for HDO of guaiacol over mono- 

and bi-functional Ru-containing MWW zeolite catalyst were proposed in Scheme S1, and the 

detailed pathways were discussed accordingly in Supporting Information.  

 

3.4 Enhancing the catalytic activity of Ru metal clusters through MWW zeolite pore 

confinement. 

Next, the activity of Ru-containing catalysts synthesized by in situ crystallization and traditional 

impregnation methods were evaluated for the individual HDO of guaiacol, phenol, and anisole; 

thus highlighting the superiority of Ru metal clusters confined in zeolite nanopores (Table 2). 

For HDO of guaiacol, both Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@HMCM-22-IN, with uniformly distributed 

ultra-small Ru metal clusters encapsulated inside of MWW zeolite pores, showed higher 

turnover rates (TOFs, obtained by normalizing the initial specific rate to the exposed Ru atoms) 

than Ru@ITQ-1-imp and Ru@HMCM-22-imp. In particular, Ru@HMCM-22-IN delivered 

almost one order of magnitude higher rates than Ru@HMCM-22-imp (1149 vs. 171 mol molRu
-

1 h-1). These results revealed the pronounced size dependence of HDO of guaiacol over Ru 

metal clusters, similar to the reported HDO of other lignin-derived platform molecules such as 

phenol and m-cresol.50, 51 For guaiacol and anisole, TOFs were very closed over mono-

functional Ru@ITQ-1-IN and bi-functional Ru@HMCM-22-IN catalysts. In contrast, 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN showed a differentiable rate in phenol HDO compared to that of Ru@ITQ-

1-IN (13261 vs. 8462 mol molRu
-1 h-1), indicative of a considerable contribution of BAS for 

phenol conversion. 

 

Table 2. Reaction rates in the HDO of guaiacol, phenol, and anisole over the studied catalysts. 

Catalyst Reactant 
TOFsa 

 (mol molRu
-1 h-1) 
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Ru@ITQ-1-IN Guaiacol 1126 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN Guaiacol 1149 

Ru@ITQ-1-imp Guaiacol 599 

Ru@HMCM-22-imp Guaiacol 171 

Ru@ITQ-1-IN Anisole 2049 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN Anisole 2076 

Ru@ITQ-1-IN Phenol 8462 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN Phenol 13261 

a Turnover frequencies (TOFs) are calculated by 

normalizing the conversion rates of reactant molecules 

to the total exposed Ru atoms determined by H2 

chemisorption. 

 

Here, we also compared the TOFs in hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis of guaiacol, anisole, 

and phenol over Ru@ITQ-1-IN, calculated based on the concentration-time profiles shown in 

Figures 3a and S9, and the proposed reaction pathways given in Scheme S1. As shown in 

Figure 4a, the hydrogenation was orders of magnitude faster than hydrogenolysis, especially 

for guaiacol and phenol with the hydrogenation/hydrogenolysis ratios > 90. This is entirely 

different from the results observed in the aqueous-phase reaction, in which hydrogenolysis 

occurred much faster than hydrogenation,15, 23 possibly due to the significant solvent effect on 

reactions that occurred on the liquid-solid interface. Compared to phenol (8415 mol molRu
-1 h-

1), the much lower hydrogenation reactivity of guaiacol (1024 mol molRu
-1 h-1) and anisole 

(1791 mol molRu
-1 h-1) were attributed to the steric influence of the sp3 methoxy group on 

guaiacol and anisole making the planar adsorption of the aromatic ring more difficult on Ru 

surface than phenol. This is also in agreement with the higher ratios of hydrogenolysis (relative 

to hydrogenation) for guaiacol and anisole (via the adsorption and cleavage of Caryl-OCH3 over 

Ru surface) than phenol, as shown in Figure 4a. Owing to the electron-donating effect of the 

adjacent hydroxyl group, easier cleavage of Caryl-OCH3 bond in guaiacol than that in anisole 

was expected. Indeed, a higher selectivity of cyclohexanol (~7.3%; see Figure 4b) while much 

less benzene (with a selectivity of ~ 2.2%; calculated from Figure S9b) was observed in the 

HDO of guaiacol and anisole, respectively. 
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Figure 4. Reaction rates and products distribution for the HDO of guaiacol over the studied catalysts: 

(a) TOFs of hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis involved in the HDO of guaiacol, anisole, and phenol 

over Ru@ITQ-1-IN catalyst; (b) Products selectivity in the HDO of guaiacol at 40% conversion of 

guaiacol over the studied catalytic materials. Reaction conditions: 0.30 g guaiacol or 1.0 g phenol or 0.3 

g anisole, 0.10 g Ru@ITQ-1-IN/imp or 0.10 g Ru@HMCM-22-IN/imp, 100 mL dodecane, 3 MPa H2 

(ambient temperature), stirred at 700 rpm, 160°C. A control experiment with a physical mixture of 0.10 

g Ru@ITQ-1-IN with 0.080 g HMCM-22 was carried out. 

 

In addition, the successful encapsulation of Ru metal clusters in the cavities of HMCM-22 

zeolites constructed a confined microenvironment for metal and acid sites and enabled us to 

study the proximity effect of active sites in bi-functionally catalyzed HDO of guaiacol. On the 

mono-functional catalyst, Ru@ITQ-1-IN showed a twice higher turnover rate of guaiacol while 

comparable selectivities in the major products (i.e., 2-methoxycyclohexanol and cyclohexanol) 
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compared to Ru@ITQ-1-imp. Note that the difference between Ru@ITQ-1-IN and Ru@ITQ-

1-imp solely originated from the size effect of Ru metal clusters. By contrast, the intimacy of 

Ru metal clusters and BAS on bi-functional Ru@HMCM-22-IN resulted in an order of 

magnitude higher turnover rate of guaiacol than Ru@HMCM-22-imp (Figure 4b). Thus, it is 

reasonable to suggest that the close proximity of metal and acid sites confined in zeolite cavities 

also boosts guaiacol's HDO rates over Ru@HMCM-22-IN.  

We performed a control experiment using the physical mixed Ru@ITQ-1-IN and HMCM-22 

to verify our hypothesis. The metal loading and the acid concentration were set as the same as 

those on Ru@HMCM-22-IN. A much lower TOF in the HDO of guaiacol on the mixed catalyst 

(841 mol molRu
-1 h-1) than that on Ru@HMCM-22-IN (1149 mol molRu

-1 h-1) provided direct 

evidence for the superior catalytic activity of Ru metal clusters being present in the vicinity of 

acid sites. The products distribution also reflected the advantage of metal and acid sites 

proximity. Due to the close proximity of Ru, BAS-catalyzed alkylation of guaiacol with its 

hydrodeoxygenated intermediates, i.e., alcohols and olefins, were significantly suppressed by 

the competitive hydrogenation and hydrogenolysis reactions, hence leading to a higher 

selectivity in HDO products over Ru@HMCM-22-IN. Surprisingly, Ru@ITQ-1-IN showed a 

lower HDO activity in the presence of physically mixed HMCM-22. This reduced activity was 

probably associated with the bulky alkylates formed on HMCM-22, which would re-adsorb on 

zeolite surface or Ru metal clusters and hinder the accessibility of the active sites on Ru@ITQ-

1-IN. 

 

3.5 Stabilizing Ru metal clusters by zeolite pore constraints. 

Extensive studies have verified the merits of porous zeolite structures in protecting the metal 

clusters against aggregation and leaching during the liquid-phase reactions. In the present study, 

the durability of Ru metal clusters encapsulated in the MWW zeolites was examined by several 

consecutive catalytic runs of guaiacol HDO in dodecane at 160°C. For instance, bi-functional 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN catalysts were collected after the reaction and dried at 80°C overnight, 

followed by calcination at 450°C for 6 hours to remove the possibly adsorbed water and organic 

species. As shown in Figure 5, the catalytic performance of Ru@HMCM-22-IN was well 

maintained in terms of guaiacol conversion rates, HDO and HAL products distribution, as well 

as the cyclohexane selectivity after four runs of recycling (Figure S12). By contrast, the 

selectivity of HDO products declined from 74% in the first run to 67% in the fourth run over 

Ru@HMCM-22-imp, with the corresponding guaiacol conversion rates decreasing from 0.0025 

mol gcat
-1 h-1 to 0.0022 mol gcat

-1 h-1 (Figure S13). 
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Figure 5. Durability of Ru@HMCM-22-IN catalyst in the HDO of guaiacol. Four consecutive catalytic 

runs were examined under the same reaction conditions: 0.30 g guaiacol, 0.10 g catalyst, 100 mL 

dodecane, 3 MPa H2 (ambient temperature), stirred at 700 rpm, 160°C, 300 min. Product selectivity was 

obtained at about 40% conversion of guaiacol. Data comparison between the first and fourth runs, 

including guaiacol conversion, products yield, and cyclohexane selectivity as a function of reaction time, 

was given in Figure S12. 

 

To track the possible changes of the catalysts, XRD, ICP-OES, and TEM were conducted for 

the spent Ru@HMCM-22-IN and Ru@HMCM-22-imp. As shown by XRD results (Figure 

S14), the crystallinity loss of the zeolite matrix for two catalysts was negligible, demonstrating 

that the decline of catalytic performance caused by the collapse of the zeolite framework could 

be excluded. ICP-OES analysis showed a well-retained metal content for the spent 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN, in line with its robust activity during consecutive catalytic runs. 

Conversely, about 13 wt % loss of Ru was detected for Ru@HMCM-22-imp after four catalytic 

runs (Table S3). This considerable decrease in metal loading, which might be caused by the 

partial leaching of much larger Ru nanoparticles on the external surface of zeolites or the 

ultrasmall counterparts that pore constraints cannot well stabilize, further led to the reduced 

catalytic activity of Ru@HMCM-22-imp in the HDO of guaiacol. After four runs of recycling, 

the mean size of Ru clusters remained unchanged on the pristine and spent Ru@HMCM-22-IN 

catalysts (see Figures 1b and S15), corroborating again the superior stability of metal clusters 

against sintering once they were confined in zeolite cavities.  

 

4. CONCLUSIONS 

In this study, we have successfully synthesized highly dispersed subnanometric Ru metal 

clusters confined in the thin layers of MWW zeolites for the low-temperature HDO of guaiacol 
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in the liquid phase. Compared to the impregnation method, the in situ hydrothermal 

crystallization showed great superiority in effectively encapsulating Ru metal clusters into 

MWW zeolites. Comprehensive characterization methods were applied to validate the size, 

location, dispersion, etc., of Ru metal clusters. The as-prepared Ru@ITQ-1-IN and 

Ru@HMCM-22-IN showed significantly enhanced catalytic performances in HDO of guaiacol 

in an apolar liquid media (dodecane) under mild conditions (160°C, 3 MPa H2). 

With those well-defined Ru-containing catalysts, reaction pathways, size dependence, as well 

as the synergistic effect between metal and acid sites in the HDO are disclosed. On Ru@ITQ-

1-IN, alcohols generated either from the direct ring hydrogenation (i.e., 2-

methoxycyclohexanol), or from the tandem hydrogenolysis and hydrogenation (i.e., 

cyclohexanol) of guaiacol, are the predominant products. When Ru@HMCM-22-IN is used, 

BAS-catalyzed dehydration and demethoxylation occur, leading to cyclohexane as the major 

product with the final selectivity exceeding 95% (at 300 min reaction). The catalytic activity of 

Ru is significantly boosted once they are encapsulated into zeolite cavities in the form of 

subnanometric clusters, indicating a prominent size dependence of Ru species for the HDO of 

guaiacol. This improvement is more pronounced over the bi-functional Ru@HMCM-22-IN 

catalyst, which can be additionally ascribed to the close proximity between Ru metal clusters 

and BAS within zeolite pore constraints. Moreover, zeolite encapsulated Ru metal clusters show 

robust hydrothermal stability against metal aggregation and leaching after successive catalytic 

runs of HDO in the liquid phase. The composite catalyst, subnanometric Ru metal clusters 

encapsulated in MWW zeolite thin layers, shows great potential in the HDO of lignin-derived 

phenols, and is also expected to be a good candidate for the other liquid-phase biomass 

valorization processes under mild conditions. 
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